Data-driven maintenance approaches can help building and real estate portfolio managers get more out of their maintenance agreements and building equipment assets than scheduled maintenance models. The Honeywell Forge Digitized Maintenance solution identifies equipment faults before malfunctions occur with the help of internet of things (IoT), analytics, and machine learning. Quick and easy to install and manage, it delivers the visibility and transparency you need to transform your maintenance model, to reduce maintenance and energy costs, extend equipment lifecycles, and improve business continuity. Creating transparency into equipment needs and maintenance activities connects facility managers and service professionals to shift the culture around equipment maintenance and improve productivity.
Honeywell Forge Digitized Maintenance
Transforming the equipment maintenance model

- **Deploy a system-agnostic solution** that can auto-discover and consolidate data from elevators, lighting systems, power systems, HVAC and comfort systems, alarms and security systems, access controls, and more.
- **Identify performance anomalies** or critical equipment issues faster using machine learning analytics than through a scheduled maintenance approach.
- **Facilitate outcome-based service** by receiving algorithm-based recommendations to fix problems, automatically creating service cases, and dispatching them to service personnel.
- **Save money** by transforming your maintenance model to reduce maintenance and energy costs, improve equipment performance, extend equipment lifecycles, and enable business continuity.
- **Empower people** (vendors, technicians, building managers, and occupants) to work more efficiently and productively.
- **Employ a secure solution that scales** as your needs change or your buildings or portfolios grow.
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**About Honeywell**

Honeywell is a Fortune 100 technology company that delivers industry-specific solutions that include aerospace products and services; control technologies for buildings and industry; and performance materials globally. Its technologies help everything from aircraft, buildings, manufacturing plants, supply chains, and workers become more connected to make our world smarter, safer, and more sustainable.
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**Ready to get more from your maintenance agreements and equipment assets?**

- For more information, contact [connectedbuildingforge@honeywell.com](mailto:connectedbuildingforge@honeywell.com)
- Learn more about [Honeywell Forge Energy Optimization](#)
- Learn more about [Azure IoT Hub](#)